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Teacher’s Guide

Levels: Grade 1 (Early)
Word Count: 225
Script Summary:
Carter and Claire are twins that do everything together, but Carter has 
a loose tooth and Claire doesn’t! Can their friends Robin and Joe help? 

Objectives and Assessment 
Monitor students to determine if they can:
•	 consistently read their lines with appropriate rate and accuracy
•	 consistently read their lines with appropriate expression, including pause, inflection,  

and intonation
•	 follow along silently and listen for spoken cues

Using the Scripts:
•	 Each role is assigned a reading level according to the syntactic and semantic difficulty  

encountered. Feel free to divide roles further to include more readers in a group.
•	 Discuss vocabulary and encourage readers to practice their lines to promote fluent delivery  

of the script.
•	 Before reading, have students identify their lines in the script by checking or coloring the boxes 

beside their part. You may also have them highlight or underline their part. 

Vocabulary:
Story words: loose, lose, park, tooth, twins, wiggle

Cast of Characters:

Grade 1 (Early)

Narrator 1 Carter Robin

Narrator 2 Claire Joe
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Script

Cast of Characters: 

Parts

MM Narrator 1 MM Carter MM Robin

MM Narrator 2 MM Claire MM Joe

MMNarrator 1:

Carter and Claire are twins.
They do everything together.

MMNarrator 2:

Carter's tooth is loose.

MMCarter:

I am lucky. 
I have a loose tooth.

MMNarrator 2:

Claire does not have a loose tooth.

MMClaire:

I want a loose tooth.
My tooth is not loose.
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Script (continued)

MMNarrator 1:

Robin and Joe want to help Claire.

MMClaire:

I want a loose tooth like Carter’s!

MMRobin:

You will get a loose tooth.
Joe had a loose tooth. 
Joe can help you get a loose tooth.

MM Joe:

I know how you can get a loose tooth.
Eat an apple to get a loose tooth.

MMNarrator 1:

Claire eats an apple every day.

MMClaire:

My tooth is not loose!

MMCarter:

I wiggle my tooth every day.
When will my tooth come out?
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Script (continued)

MM Joe:

Let’s stop talking about a loose tooth.

MMRobin:

Let’s go to the park and play!

MMNarrator 2:

They all go to the park.
They do not talk about teeth.
They run and play.

MMRobin:

Watch out, Claire!

MM Joe:

Watch out, Carter!

MMNarrator 2:

Carter and Claire run into each other!

MMRobin and Joe:

Are you okay?

MMClaire and Carter:

We’re okay.
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Script (continued)

MMCarter:

My tooth came out.
No more wiggling!

MMClaire:

My tooth is loose.
No more apples!

MMNarrator 1:

Carter and Claire are twins.
They do everything together.

MMCarter and Claire:

Even lose our teeth!


